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Goals

Provide an introduction to using Galaxy for 

bioinformatic analysis.  Demonstrate how Galaxy 

can help you explore and learn options, perform 

analysis, and then share, repeat, and reproduce 

your analyses. 

This workshop does cover RNA-Seq but you won't be 

an expert at the end of the workshop. You will know 

enough to get started, and how to use Galaxy to learn 

more.



http://galaxyproject.org

What is Galaxy?

Data integration and analysis platform that 

emphasizes accessibility, reproducibility, and 

transparency  

http://gmod.org/wiki/Computing_Requirements


http://bit.ly/13questions 

What is Galaxy?

Keith Bradnam's definition:  

"A web-based platform that provides a simplified 

interface to many popular bioinformormatics tools." 

From 

"13 Questions You May Have About Galaxy"

http://bit.ly/13questions


http://galaxyproject.org

Galaxy is available several ways ...

http://gmod.org/wiki/Computing_Requirements


As a free for everyone service on the web:  usegalaxy.org 

http://gmod.org/wiki/Computing_Requirements


A free for everyone web service: 

http://usegalaxy.org  

A free (for everyone) web server integrating a 

wealth of tools, compute resources, petabytes of 

reference data and permanent storage 

However, a centralized solution cannot support 

the different analysis needs of the entire world.

http://gmod.org/wiki/Computing_Requirements
http://usegalaxy.org


bit.ly/gxyServers

http://bit.ly/gxyServers


Galaxy is available as Open Source Software

Galaxy is installed in locations around the world. 

http://getgalaxy.org 

http://usegalaxy.org


We are using this today 

http://aws.amazon.com/education 

http://globus.org/ 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Cloud

Galaxy is available on the Cloud

http://usegalaxy.org/cloud
http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Cloud


Galaxy on the Cloud: Galaxy CloudMan 
http://usegalaxy.org/cloud

• Start with a fully configured and populated (tools 
and data) Galaxy instance. 

• Allows you to scale up and down your compute 
assets as needed. 

• Someone else manages the data center

http://usegalaxy.org/cloud
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http://galaxyproject.org

Quick Poll: Are you ...

1. A bioinformatics novice 

2. A bioinformatics apprentice 

3. A bioinformatics guru 

Yes, those are your only choices.

http://gmod.org/wiki/Computing_Requirements


Basic Analysis

Which exons have most overlapping 

Repeats? 

Use Human, HG38, GENCODE v23, 

Chromosome 22 

cloud1.galaxyproject.org 

cloud2.galaxyproject.org 

cloud3.galaxyproject.org 

cloud4.galaxyproject.org

http://cloud4.galaxyproject.org


Exons & Repeats: A General Plan

• Get some data 

• Get Data → UCSC Table Browser 

• Identify which exons have Repeats 

• Count Repeats per exon 

• Visualize, save, download, ... exons with 

most Repeats

(~ http://usegalaxy.org/galaxy101 )

http://usegalaxy.org/galaxy101






(Identify which exons have Repeats) 

Exons Repeats



Operate on Genomic Intervals → Join 

(Identify which exons have Repeats)

Exons Repeats

Exons

Repeats

Overlap pairings



Exons Repeats

1

1

2

Exons

Repeats

Overlap pairings

Exon overlap counts

Join, Subtract, and Group → Group 

Published History: Exons with overlapping repeats

(Count Repeats per exon)



Yay!  But, a wee challenge

We have exon names and counts 

Really want genes (or transcripts) and counts 

across the whole gene (or transcript)

Also see "101: Getting back exon info" at end of the slides



What we have: Computer generated Exon IDs

ENST00000073150.2_cds_0_0_chr22_15528159_f

Ensembl transcript ID and version number are 

embedded in Exon ID. 

How can we extract the Transcript ID from the Exon ID? 

(With the transcript ID we could summarize counts for 

each transcript and get the gene ID.)



Extract the transcript ID

Need to decide if we should keep transcript version or not. 

Using our ability to see into the future, we decide not to keep it.

ENST00000073150.2_cds_0_0_chr22_15528159_f     2

ENST00000073150   2_cds_0_0_chr22_15528159_f     2

Text Manipulation → Convert delimiters to TAB
(converting dots instead of underscores)



Join, Subtract and Group → Group, Sum score

ENST00000073150     7

Sum the scores for all exons in each transcript

ENST00000073150.2_cds_0_0_chr22_15528159_f     2

ENST00000073150   2_cds_0_0_chr22_15528159_f     2



ENST00000073150     7

Get list of transcript IDs

ENST00000073150.2_cds_0_0_chr22_15528159_f     2

ENST00000073150   2_cds_0_0_chr22_15528159_f     2

ENST00000073150

Text Manipulation → Cut

Published History: Transcripts with overlapping repeats



Have Transcripts, now get Gene IDs

Save list of 

Transcript IDs to 

a file. 

We'll upload it to 

Ensembl BioMart



Ensembl BioMart

Specify Ensembl Genes 83, hg38 

www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview

http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview


Ensembl BioMart:

Specify attributes to put in output report



Ensembl BioMart:

Specify which genes we want to this information for 



Ensembl BioMart:

See the report



Ensembl BioMart:

Download the data



Get Gene IDs into Galaxy

Upload the file from BioMart. 

Note that we lost 5-6 transcripts 



ENST00000073150     7

Unite our Transcript Scores with Biomart info

Transcript Scores

ENST00000073150    ENSG...123    GSC

Biomart Info

Join, Subtract and Group → Join

ENST00000073150   7   ENST00000073150    ENSG...123   GSC



Assign scores to genes

Join, Subtract and Group → Group, Max

GSC    9

Published History: Genes with overlapping repeats

ENST00000073150     7

Transcript Scores

ENST00000073150    ENSG...123    GSC

Biomart Info

ENST00000073150   7   ENST00000073150    ENSG...123   GSC



Now have a list of genes with # overlapping repeats
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Dataset: 
Any input, output or intermediate set of data + metadata 

History: 
A series of inputs, analysis steps, intermediate datasets, 

and outputs 
Workflow: 

A series of analysis steps 
Can be repeated with different data

Some Galaxy Terminology



Exons and Repeats History → Reusable Workflow?

• The analysis we just finished was about 

• Human chr22 

• Overlap between exons and repeats 

• And then rolling that up to genes 

• But, ... 

• is there anything inherent in the analysis about 

humans, exons or repeats?



Extract Workflow from history 

Create a workflow from this history. 
Edit it to make some things clearer. 

          (cog) → Extract Workflow 

Create a Workflow from a History



Create a Workflow from a History: ...



Wait ...

Can this whole analysis be a useful workflow? 

(No.) 

Are there parts of this analysis are a good candidate for a 

workflow - something to be reused on other data?  

Steps 5 and 6 extract a Transcript ID from a UCSC 

encoded Exon name.   

Not clean, and not widely useful 

The first 4 items count overlaps between features. 

That might be useful.



Create a Workflow from a History: ...



Run / test it 
Guided: rerun with same inputs 

     Workflow → Run 

     Did that work? 

On your own: 
     Count # of exons overlapping each Repeat 
     Did that work?  Why not? 
      Edit workflow: doc assumptions

Workflows

Published Workflow: Feature Overlap Counting



Workflows: Sweet spots 

Short, well-defined tasks, with well-defined inputs and 

outputs. 

Analysis pipelines for large experiments with many 

samples where sample and data preparation protocols 

are the same throughout.
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RNA-Seq Analysis: Get the Data 

Create new history 

  (cog) → Create New 

Import: 

  Shared Data → Data Libraries → Training → RNA-Seq* 

    → UC-Davis → Raw Reads  

          Select first two 

              MeOH_REP1_R1, MeOH_REP1_R2 

* RNA-Seq example datasets from the 2013 UC Davis 
Bioinformatics Short Course.  http://bit.ly/ucdbsc2013

http://bit.ly/ucdbsc2013


NGS Data Quality Control

• FASTQ format 

• Examine quality in an RNA-Seq dataset 

• Trim/filter as we see fit, hopefully without 

breaking anything. 

Quality Control is not sexy. 

But it is vital.



What is FASTQ?

•Specifies sequence (FASTA) and quality scores (PHRED) 

•Text format, 4 lines per entry 

•FASTQ is such a cool standard, there are 3 (or 5) of them!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTQ_format

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
    ...............................IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
    ..........................XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
    !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~
    |                         |    |        |                              |                     |
   33                        59   64       73                            104                   126

   S - Sanger       Phred+33,  93 values  (0, 93) (0 to 60 expected in raw reads)
   I - Illumina 1.3 Phred+64,  62 values  (0, 62) (0 to 40 expected in raw reads)
   X - Solexa       Solexa+64, 67 values (-5, 62) (-5 to 40 expected in raw reads)

   @SEQ_ID
   GATTTGGGGTTCAAAGCAGTATCGATCAAATAGTAAATCCATTTGTTCAACTCACAGTTT
   +
   !''*((((***+))%%%++)(%%%%).1***-+*''))**55CCF>>>>>>CCCCCCC65

http://usegalaxy.org/community


NGS Data Quality: Assessment tools

NGS QC and Manipulation → FastQC 

Generates summary quality information.

http://bit.ly/FastQCBoxPlot

http://bit.ly/FastQCBoxPlot


NGS Data Quality: Assessment tools

http://bit.ly/FastQCBoxPlot

http://bit.ly/FastQCBoxPlot


NGS Data Quality: Sequence bias at front of reads?

From a 

sequence 

specific bias 

that is 

caused by 

use of 

random 

hexamers in 

library 

preparation. 

Hansen, et al., “Biases in Illumina transcriptome sequencing caused by 

random hexamer priming” Nucleic Acids Research, Volume 38, Issue 12 (2010)

http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/abstract/38/12/e131


NGS Data Quality: Sequencing Artifacts

And only now we notice a problem with MeOH Rep1 R2 (the 

reverse reads) 

NGS QC and Manipulation → Remove sequencing artifacts 

(But this will break pairings. More on that in a bit.) 

Or, can rely on mapper to just not map them.



•Drop the first n columns from your reads 

•Drop the last n columns from your reads 

•Sliding window approach: only keep regions that are 

above a specified quality threshold 

•Keep or drop whole read based on overall quality

Common Trimming options



Broken Pairs 

Often, one side of a pair passes QC, while the other does not. 

Broken pairings can affect results in subtle or drastic ways 

Short short reads. 

QC may reduce reads to a length at which their mapping is 

no longer meaningful.

Common Trimming Pitfalls



That's a whole lotta options... 

Choices you make now have impact on downstream tools 

NGS = a whole lotta options in general 

What to do?

Need help with Trimming? (and anything else)



•Experiment.  (You are already used to the idea and) 

Galaxy makes it easy 

•Read tool documentation and tool and method review 

papers 

•Get Help! 

•http://biostars.org/ 

•http://seqanswers.com/ 

•https://biostar.usegalaxy.org/ 

•http://galaxyproject.org/search

How to better understand bioinformatics & Galaxy

http://biostars.org
http://seqanswers.com
http://galaxyproject.org/search


Bolger, A.M., Lohse, M., & Usadel, B. (2014). Trimmomatic: A flexible trimmer for 

Illumina Sequence Data. Bioinformatics, doi: 10.1093/bioinformatics/btu170

Trimmomatic to the rescue



Trimmomatic preserves read pairing 

Multiple filters can be run in arbitrary order  

We'll use sliding window, followed by minimum length.



Run FastQC on post-Trimmatic Datasets

NGS QC and Manipulation → FastQC 

Now, let's see what changed

Shared History: RNA-Seq MeOH_REP1 through QC



Scratchbook: View multiple datasets

And the icon turns yellow! 

Poke the pre-Trimmomatic reverse read 

FastQC report in the eye, and then poke the 

post-Trimmomatic FastQC report  in the eye.



And after some resizing and scrolling you see this 



NGS Data Quality Assessment: Done!

Now, just 10 more datasets to go!



Sit back and relax

We will do the heavy lifting for you!

This icon on a slide means please   

park your analysis skills for now.  

You may follow along in Galaxy, 

but there is no need to click 

Execute.



Your Friend: The Multiple datasets button





Import one of these shared histories: 

    Shared Data → Published Histories → 

        RNA-Seq, Post-QC, reduced  or 

        RNA-Seq, Post-QC 

Leap Forward!



•Tophat looks for best place(s) to map reads, and 

best places to insert introns  

• Imagine pages and pages of discussion on the 

intricacies and pitfalls of RNA-seq mapping here* 

RNA-seq Exercise: Mapping with Tophat2



Expected distance between paired end reads 

•Determined by sample prep 

•  We’ll use 90* for mean inner distance 

•We’ll use 50 for standard deviation 

✴ The library was constructed with the typical Illumina TruSeq protocol, 

which is supposed to have an average insert size of 200 bases. Our reads 

are 55 bases (R1) plus 55 bases (R2). So, the Inner Distance is estimated to 

be 200 - 55 - 55 = 90

From the 2013 UC Davis Bioinformatics Short Course

Mapping with Tophat: mean inner distance

http://nescent.org/


You can bias Tophat towards known annotations 

•Supply your own junction Data? → Yes 

•Use Gene Annotation → Yes 

•Gene Model Annotation → genes_chr12.gtf 

You can also restrict Tophat to known annotations 

• Use Raw Junctions → Yes (tab delimited file) 

• Only look for supplied junctions → Yes

Mapping with Tophat: Use Existing Annotations?



Warning: Here be dragons! 

•Allow indel search → No  

•Use Coverage Search → No  (wee dragons)

Mapping with Tophat: Make it quicker?

TopHat generates its database of possible splice junctions from two sources of evidence. The first 

and strongest source of evidence for a splice junction is when two segments from the same read (for 

reads of at least 45bp) are mapped at a certain distance on the same genomic sequence or when an 

internal segment fails to map - again suggesting that such reads are spanning multiple exons. With 

this approach, "GT-AG", "GC-AG" and "AT-AC" introns will be found ab initio. The second source is 

pairings of "coverage islands", which are distinct regions of piled up reads in the initial mapping. 

Neighboring islands are often spliced together in the transcriptome, so TopHat looks for ways to join 

these with an intron. We only suggest users use this second option (--coverage-search)  for short 

reads (< 45bp) and with a small number of reads (<= 10 million).  This latter option will only report 

alignments across "GT-AG" introns 

TopHat Manual



Some reads align to more than one place equally well. 

For such reads, how many should Tophat include? 

If more than the specified number, Tophat will pick those 

with the best mapping score. 

Tophat breaks ties randomly. 

Tophat assigns equal fractional credit to all n mappings

Mapping w/ Tophat: Max # of Alignments Allowed

Instructs TopHat to allow up to this many alignments to the reference for a given read, and choose 

the alignments based on their alignment scores if there are more than this number. The default is 20 

for read mapping. Unless you use --report-secondary-alignments, TopHat will report the alignments 

with the best alignment score. If there are more alignments with the same score than this number, 

TopHat will randomly report only this many alignments. In case of using --report-secondary-

alignments, TopHat will try to report alignments up to this option value, and TopHat may randomly 

output some of the alignments with the same score to meet this number. 

TopHat Manual



Mapping 

With 

Tophat: 

What to 

keep? 

NGS BAM 

Tools → Filter 

Use only the good stuff! 

NGS BAM Tools → Filter 

Mapping Quality → >=20  

Insert Filter → isProperPair: Yes 

Shared History: RNA-Seq through Mapping or
RNA-Seq through Mapping, reduced



Mapping With Tophat: Only 5 more to do!

Hmmm. 

Could use Multiple Datasets feature like we did with FastQC. 

Could also construct workflows. 

Another solution is  

Collections  



Dataset collections!

Dataset Collections give Galaxy semantic 

knowledge about dataset relationships. 

Tools can then take advantage of this knowledge.



Dataset collections







Dataset collections



Dataset collections Created



Before Dataset collections

Old: x6  
(once per pair - error prone; Trimmomatic was x12)



After Dataset collections

New: x2 
(once per condition)
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Import one of these shared histories: 

    Shared Data → Published Histories → 

        RNA-Seq, Post-Mapping, reduced  or 

        RNA-Seq, Post-Mapping 

All our data is mapped! Leap Forward!



Differential expression with CuffDiff

•Part of the Tuxedo RNA-Seq Suite (as are 

Tophat, Bowtie, StringTie, Cufflinks, 

Cuffmerge, ...) 

• Identifies differential expression between multiple 

datasets 

•Widely used and widely installed on Galaxy 

instances

NGS: RNA Analysis → Cuffdiff



Cuffdiff

Cuffdiff previously used FPKM/RPKM as central statistic.  

Total # mapped reads heavily influences FPKM/RPKM. 

Can lead to challenges when you have very highly expressed 

genes in the mix. 

Now supports geometric normalization, the same model used 

by DESeq (and in fact, it's now the default).  Less prone to 

distortion from highly expressed genes.



Cuffdiff: Which transcript definitions to use?

We'll use the official genome annotations 

(We told Tophat to only use these) 

But there are a world of options out there for 

discovering and using novel transcripts. 

StringTie, Cufflinks, Cuffmerge, ...



Cuffdiff

• Running with 2 Groups: MeOH and R3G 

• Each group has 3 replicates each



Cuffdiff

Produces many output files, all explained in doc  

We’ll focus on gene differential expression testing



Cuffdiff: differentially expressed genes

Column Contents

test_stat
value of the test statistic used to compute 
significance of the observed change

p_value Uncorrected P value for test statistic

q_value FDR-adjusted p-value for the test statistic

status Was there enough data to run the test?

significant and, was the gene differentially expressed?



Cuffdiff

• Column 7 (“status”) can be FAIL, NOTEST, LOWDATA 

or OK 

• Filter and Sort → Filter 

• c7 == 'OK'  

• Column 14 (“significant”) can be yes or no 

• Filter and Sort → Filter 

• c14 == 'yes' 

Returns the list of genes with  

1) enough data to make a call, and  

2) that are called as differentially expressed.



Cuffdiff: Next Steps

Try running Cuffdiff with different normalization and 

dispersion estimation methods.  

Compare the differentially expressed gene lists. 

Which settings have what type of impacts on the results?  

Are there any patterns to the identified genes?

Shared History: RNA-Seq trimmed reads to diff gene





2016 Galaxy 

Community 

Conference 

(GCC2016) 

June 25-29, 2016 

Bloomington, Indiana  

galaxyproject.org/GCC2016

http://galaxyproject.org/GCC2013


Galaxy Resources and Community

Mailing Lists (very active) 

Unified Search 

Issues Board 

Events Calendar, News Feed 

Community Wiki  

GalaxyAdmins 

Screencasts  

Tool Shed 

Public Installs  

CiteULike group, Mendeley mirror 

Annual Community Meting

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org

http://galaxyproject.org/wiki/Get%20Involved


Galaxy Community Resources: Galaxy Biostar

Tens of thousands of users leads to a lot of questions. 

Absolutely have to encourage community support. 

Project traditionally used mailing list 

Moved the user support list to Galaxy Biostar, an online 

forum, that uses the Biostar platform

https://biostar.usegalaxy.org/



Galaxy Community Resources: Mailing Lists 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/MailingLists

Galaxy-Dev
Questions about developing for and deploying Galaxy

High volume (2336 posts in 2015,  1000+ members)

                   

Galaxy-Announce
Project announcements, low volume, moderated

Low volume (    36 posts in 2015,  6500+ members)

Also Galaxy-UK, -France, -Proteomics, -Training, ...

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/MailingLists


Unified Search: http://galaxyproject.org/search

Find	  

           Everything on …	  

                            Tools for …	  

                               Email about …	  

                                     Source code for …	  

   Published Histories, Pages, Workflows, about …

                 	  

                                 Related feature requests	  

                  Papers using Galaxy for …	  

Documentation on …

http://galaxyproject.org/search


http://wiki.galaxyproject.org

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/MailingLists


Events News



We also support 
community 

organized efforts 
and events.



Galaxy Resources & Community: Videos

“How to” 
screencasts on 
using and 
deploying 
Galaxy 

Talks from 
previous 
meetings. 

http://vimeo.com/galaxyproject

http://vimeo.com/galaxyproject


Galaxy Resources & Community: CiteULike Group

Now 
almost 
3000 
papers 

http://bit.ly/gxycul



Scaling Training

Galaxy Training Network launched In October 2014. 

bit.ly/gxygtn

http://bit.ly/gxygtn


Galaxy Project: Further reading & Resources

http://galaxyproject.org 

http://usegalaxy.org 

http://getgalaxy.org 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Cloud 

http://bit.ly/gxychoices

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Cloud
http://bit.ly/gxychoices


Feedback: We need it!

bit.ly/ISMMS16



Dannon Baker Dan Blankenberg Dave Bouvier

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/GalaxyTeam
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Jen Jackson

Sam GuerlerDave Clements

Nick Stoler

Marten Cech

Nitesh Turaga

bit.ly/ISMMS16
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Thanks





Exons

1

1

2

Exon overlap counts

We’ve answered our question, but we can do better. 

Incorporate the overlap count with rest of Exon information 



1

1

2
Join on exon name

0

0

0

Join, Subtract, and Group →Join 

(Incorporate the overlap count with rest of Exon information) 

Exons

1

1

2

Exon overlap counts



1

1

2

Rearrange columns w/ 

cut

Text Manipulation →Cut 

(Incorporate the overlap count with rest of Exon information) 

Exons

1

1

2
Join on exon name

0

0

0

1

1

2

Exon overlap counts



Exons & Repeats: Exercise

Include exons with no overlaps in final output. 

Set the score for these to 0. 

Everything you need will be in the toolboxes we used 

in the Exon-Repeats exercise.



One Possible Solution

Solution from Stanford Kwenda and Caron Griffiths, Pretoria. 

Takes advantage of the fact that Exons already have 0 scores.



Proteomics 
Metabolomics 

Drug Discovery 
Cosmology 

Image Analysis 
    Climate Change       Social Science       Natural Language



http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/GalaxyIsHiring

Galaxy is hiring post-docs and software engineers  

at both Emory and Penn State. 

Please help.

http://galaxyproject.org/wiki/GalaxyTeam


Local Galaxy Installs require a computational 

resource on which to be deployed

Control where tool execution 

happens 

Galaxy works with DRMAA 

compliant cluster job schedulers 

(which is most of them). 

Galaxy is just another client to 

your scheduler.



Galaxy is available with Commercial Support

A ready-to-use appliance 

(BioTeam) 

Cloud-based solutions 

(ABgenomica, AIS, 

GenomeCloud) 

Consulting & Customization 

(BioTeam, Deena 

Bioinformatics) 

Training  

(OpenHelix)


